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Synopsis 

IN PERIODIC 

U.S.A. 

Interference by a periodic structure can be explained in terms of a quantization 

rule for the linear momentum formulated by Duane in 1923. A straightforward 

derivation of this rule, using raising and lowering operator techniques, is given both 

for one and more dimensional systems. The implications of these results for the 

conceptual exposition of quantum and wave mechanics are discussed. 

1. Introduction. In 1923 W. Duane 1) enunciated a quantization rule 
for the linear momentum in completely periodic structures. Let y be a 
direction of periodicity of the system and d, be the spacing between lattice 
points. Then the momentum that can be taken up by the system in the 
y direction is 

4, = nhP,> (1.1) 

where n is a positive or negative integer. Duane’s rule can easily be shown 
to yield the preferred directions for diffraction in a periodic structure. With 
reference to fig. 1, let &I be the momentum of an incoming particle. The 
momentum transferred to the structure is then 

A$, = -A&J, = IpI (sin 4 - sin 0). (1.2) 

Fig. 1. Interferometer with slits. 
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Combining (1.1) and (1.2) and writing 1~1 = h/A, we obtain 

d,(sin # - sin 0) = na, 

which is the Laue condition for wave interference. 

(1.3) 

Duane’s rule was based on the Bohr-Sommerfeld conditions for quanti- 
zation. Curiously, the rule was formulated prior to the wave interpretation 
by De Broglie and Schrodinger (1924, 1926) and prior to the electron 
diffraction experiments by Davisson and Germer (1927). The rule has been 
denied to give a proper explanation of diffraction by Bohms) and is found 
in only very few modern texts. Recently LandCa) 4) 5) has revived the 
quantization rule of Duane claiming that it does away with the necessity 
of wave-particle duality and thus restores a unified view of particle behavior 
in quantum theory. 

The purpose of the present article is to present a straightforward proof 
of Duane’s rule (1.1) which, as far as we know, has not been given before. 
We may notice that, regardless of one’s conceptual point of view, the cor- 
rectness of (1.1) as following from (1.2) and (1.3) cannot be denied, so that 
a search for a proof is meaningful. We shall employ the Dirac method 
of raising and lowering operators with a reasoning quite similar to the well 
known procedures for the quantization of angular momentum or of energy 
in simple systems. The following basic tenets of quantum theory are ap- 
pealed to (MessiahG), chapter 1.5): Any operator A is invariant against a 
symmetry transformation of the system, i.e., 

SAP = A or SA = AS. (1.4) 

Further, the expectation values (w IA 1 y) are invariant against a symmetry 
transformation, whence 

S Iy> = e2c I@, (1.5) 

where 5 is an undetermined phase. The only acceptable dynamical states 
are therefore eigenstates of S. Further we only need the basic commutation 
rules 

P3qk - qkP3 = @‘b) 63k (1.6) 
and 

[P,, A (Pa q)l = --tii 8A/%3. (1.7) 

2. Linear systems. Let the system be periodic in a coordinate q which 
occurs in the system Hamiltonian and let the associated momentum be p. 
One can then construct a raising operator for I$‘) (cf. Messiah op. cit. p. 303, 
and Louisell7) : 

T(q, q) = eina” (2.1) 

where q is a real number so that T is unitary. From (1.7) we have 

PT - Tp = -tiiaTlaq = r/T, (2.2) 
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so that 

PT I$‘> = VP + 7) lP’> = (P’ + 7) T IP’). (2.3) 

The state T If> cannot be zero, since T is unitary; consequently, T I$‘> is 
an eigenstate with eigenvalue 9’ + q, or 

T IP’> = cl P’ + r), (2.4) 

<p’ / T+Ti p’> = <p’ I p> = cc*<P’ + y I p’ + r>. (2.5) 

We assume that all states have the same norm which may be finite or infinite 
depending on the space that is used*). Thus T I$‘> and Ifi’ + ‘I) differ at 
most by a phase factor which will be absorbed in the states. Eq. (2.4) re- 
duces to 

eiQV’* Ifi’> = Ifi’ + 7). (2.6) 

This result is known; usually it is concluded from this that q is unrestricted 
so that the spectrum of p is continuous. 

However, the situation is different when we require periodic symmetry, 
either because the system is infinite or because periodic boundary con- 
ditions duly apply. Let the translation unit be dq’. Then in accordance with 
(1.4)*x) 

T(s 7) = 7% + &, r). (2.7) 
This means * * *) 

,i&i* = I (2.8) 

where I is the identity operator. Operating on 14’) this yields+) 

e -1. iAn’s/fi _ 
(2.9) 

Whence the only permissible values for the momentum increments 7 are: 

q = Ap’ = 2nnA/Aq’, (2.10) 

where n is an integer. This is Duane’s quantization rule. The proof is in 

*) Momentum states can be made the basis of the non-separable Hilbert space of the nearly 

periodic functions, cf. Hill 8). The norm is than finite. 

**) Let Ixv,> be a state vector depending on q’ and S(dq) the translation operator. Then 

S(dq) T(q, 7) IXP,) = T(q + dq, rl) IxP’+&‘) 
and 

T(q, 7)) .wq) IX@> = T(q, rl)lXC+dq’). 

From this and (1.4) eq. (2.7) follows. 

***) The commutation rule for exponentials must be handled with care. Generally 

&eo = eF+o if [F, G] = 0; or epec = eF+G e*[F,oI if [F, [F, G]] = [G, [F, G]] = 0. 

t) There is no Hilbert space that contains both Ifi’) and 14’). We can avoid the introduction 

of the states 14’) by making a decomposition of the unitary operator T in accordance with Stone’s 
theorem 9) 10) : 

ek7tli* = cin’v/h dP(q’) = ~&k?‘+4’)~/~ dP(q’ + 44’). 
--co -co 

The projection operators are invariant, dP(q’) = dP(q’ + 44’). which proves (2.9) rigorously. 
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essence similar to that of Land& (LandC3) op. cit. Chapter 7) though we 
adhered closer to the conventional structure of quantum theory. 

We shall now complete the spectrum for p. For the lowering operator Tt, 
analogous to (2.3) : 

$Tt I$‘> = (9’ - 77) Tt If>, (2.11) 
showing that 

Tt I$‘> = IP’ - rl). (2.12) 

The smallest non-zero value of 7 be 70, and the corresponding operators TO 

and T& We thus generate the eigenvalues 

.** P’ + 270, P’ + 70, fi’> P’ - ^r701 P’ - 2110 **. 

belonging to the normalized states 

(2.13) 

. . . T; I$>, To I$‘>, lP’>> Tf; IP’>> Tot” If> . . . (2.14) 

A peculiar fact is that we cannot rigorously fix the origin in eq. (2.14) : the 
eigenvalue fib is fixed to within I$$ < 70. This is a consequence of the fact 
that the series is open at both ends or of the fact that T I$‘> always # 0 
(in contrast to the parallel case of the harmonic oscillator). We have thus 
quantized the operator + - PO, where $0 is still to be chosen for each 
dynamical state ly), i.e., for each given experimental situation. For an 
example see section 4. 

We shall also need the q-states in the P-representation. In eq. (2.6) we 
take the scalar product with the state (y’): 

eiy’V’R,<q’ I$‘> = <q’ I fi’ + 7). (2.15) 

This is a functional equation to be satisfied for all 9 given by (2.10). 
The only solution is 

(@ I p’) = A eia’P’l*, (2.16) 

where we absorbed a phase factor in jq’> which are thereby fixed and where 
A is a normalization constant. The result is the same as in systems with 
continuous r. 

3. Extensions of the rule to three and vnoye dimensions. a. Three di- 
mensional space lattices. We use as a set of commuting variables the 
components PI, 92 and $3 along the primitive lattice vectors ~1, ~2 and ~3. 
Even though the axes are not necessarily orthogonal, the quantum con- 
ditions hold for the affine components $1 . . . q3*). The states are denoted as 

*) Let x, y, e refer to a Cartesian set of axes. Then 

Pl = mPz + BlPV + YlPI, Pz = azPz + BZP, + yzpz, p3 = asp, + BSPY f YIPZ, 

41 = mq, + /31qtr + ylqz, etc. 
The w’s, ,9’s and y’s are direction cosines of pl, pa and pa. We obtain [pl, ql] = a12[p,, qz] + 
+ p~~[p~, quJ + ylzLpz, qJ = --fii(ala + j%” + ~12) = -?ii; likewise one proves 

[Pl, Pzl = 141. 421 = [Ply Dl = 0. 
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Ipi, pi, $4) = 1~‘). Th e raising operators for the separate coordinates are 
the same as before. Consequently (2.10) applies in each direction: 

dpi = glqlal; opi = gz~/l~zl; &S = gs~ll~sl, (3.1) 

where gr, gs and gs are integers. These equations may be rewritten in the 
form (equivalent with the Laue conditions) 

(p’-p”).az=gih. (i= 1,2,3) (3.2) 

Let g = grcr + gscs + gaca be a reciprocal lattice vector defined by at.c;r = 
= 27c&~. Then g*ar = 2ngr, etc., so that (3.2) yields 

(p’-p”-gti)*ai=O. (i= 1,2,3) (3.3) 

Since a vector cannot be perpendicular to three non-coplanar vectors, the 
vector in parentheses is zero 

p’ - p” = gh. (3.4) 

Setting p’ - p” = &” - @’ = tiA( w h ere the Gothic attributes refer again 
to an incoming particle), eq. (3.4) yields the familiar Ewald condition for 
diffraction. Usually, this condition is derived from first order perturbation 
theory. 

Eq. (3.4) fixes all eigenvalues to within a vector pb. The eigenstates are 
all obtained from a given state by application of the raising operator 

To Z TolTo3To3 = eiqo.q’R, 

where ~a/& = cl or cs or ca is the smallest possible increment. 

(3.5) 

6. Many particle aspects. So far we dealt with a general coordinate 
4, localizing the interaction, making no explicit reference to the composition 
of the system. We feel this is justified, since diffraction and interference are 
gross effects. 

In an atomistic treatment we must consider, the coordinates of all the 
particles that act as scatterers. Let qa, qb, qe, . . . denote the position operators 

and Pa, Pb, PC, . . . the associated momenta. The raising operator method can 
directly be extended to the total momentum of the system. Let a system 
momentum state be denoted by Iph, pi, . . .> which is also an eigenstate of 
the total momentum, P. Obviously 

Ta(qa, q) IpLpipz . ..> = eiq*‘qa’* \pkpipF . ..) = 

= lpb + q,p;p: . ..> = IP’ + q>. (3.6) 
The total momentum raising operator is independent of the particular p 
that is raised. Thus we can define an operator Tp(q) that is independent of 
position q. We put 

TP(q) II”> = IP’ + q>, TP(q) = eiQ’@. (3.7) 
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The operators P and Q are conjugate variables; Q may be identified with 
any qa or in a symmetrized form with the center of mass. We are thus 
essentially back to our previous formulation and the quantization of P is 
immediate 

q = P’ - P” = gfi. (3-Y 

We conclude this section by demonstrating in the present context a 
basic result for translational invariance. For each microscopic set of variables 
we have the relationship (2.16) 

<q; I&) = A0 eiPa'*4.'/t. 
(3.9) 

Consequently, if 1 is a translation vector 

(q; + Zlpb) = eip”“‘:’ <qh jp$, (3.10) 

which implies 
IqL + 1) = eP’P”“‘i* Iqh), (3.11) 

analogous to (2.6). A total translation of the system involves the simul- 
taneous translation of all particles over I, observing the periodic boundary 
conditions. Thus 

I&& + I, q; + I, . ..> = S(Z) I&, q;, . ..>. (3.12) 

Since all momenta commute we have for the translation operator the explicit 
form 

S(l) = n e-tPm"w = e-ip.'/*. (3.13) 
n. 

In a translationally invariant system the translation operator S, and thus 
also P, commutes with H. It may further be verified a posteriori that the 
requirement ST, = J,S is satisfied for increments in P given by (3.8). 

4. Connection with solid state theory. The results arrived at are further 
corroborated by regular band theory in solids. The eigenstates of a periodic 
Hamiltonean corresponding to the energy a(~) and satisfying (1.5) are the 
Bloch functions 

<Q’ 1~~) = Ip&‘)) = eiK’@ 24(K, q’) = c C(K, g) eiq’.(g+K), (4.1) 
g 

where U(K, q’) is a periodic function on the lattice. The quantity K is some- 
times called the crystal momentum. Let an electron be in an eigenstate 
(v,(q’)). The distribution over the momentum states is, using (2.16) 

W(P’) = I<P’IP,>I~ = I J WIq’>Idq’)) d3q’12 = 
= A2 I ix C(K, g) J e- i(P'.'l'/~-K'4'-g.@) d3q'12. (4.2) 

g 
This vanishes unless 

p’ = fi(K + g), (4.3) 
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with 
w(p’) = ]C(K, @/ii - K)12. (4.4 

Eq. (4.3) expresses the relation between the canonical momentum and the 
crystal momentum. This result is compatible with our previous quantization 
if pb = T%K is an eigenvalue. This fixes the p’-scale for a given Bloch state, 
From (4.4) one easily derives <p’> = (m/h) V, a(~), compare Kit telli). 

The distribution for the total momentum in the ground state of a solid 
is best obtained from the characteristic function 

1 
W(P’) = -(2n)3 dau e- 

s 

iU.P’ ” <e”tL’“). i (4.5) 

Using (4.4) we obtain 

1 
w(P’) = (2~)3 

s 
dsu e--i”‘p’ v z eih(Kr-tgO’u Ic(K~, gi)/2, (4.6) 

showing that P is restricted to 

P’ = c +i(Kt + &) = x fi& = fi&. (4.7) 
z i 

More fundamentally, this may be derived from the overall dynamical state 
which is a Slater determinant. 

5. Discmsion of wave-particle duality. Quantum theory as it is conceived 
nowadays is a mixture of various early schemes, Schrbdinger’s wave me- 
chanics, Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics, Dirac’s operator mechanics, and 
more advanced conceptions involving second quantization, the theory of 
fields and quantum electrodynamics. It has been demonstrated that the 
various procedures are mathematically largely equivalent. The first three 
mentioned schemes “merely” require the isomorphism of suitable Hilbert spa- 
ces, in particular of the space of square integrable functions (22) with Hilbert’s 
coordinate space (12) or with an abstract Hilbert space (2’) which has the 
same dimensionality. However, conceptual equivalence can hardly emerge 
from such considerations. To this purpose one usually appeals to the 
“Copenhagen interpretation”, in which it is basic that “evidence obtained 
under different experimental conditions cannot be comprehended within 
a single picture but must be regarded as complementary” (quotation from 
Bohr-is)). 

The dualistic view that motion requires in some cases a particle descrip- 
tion and at other times a wave description is quite generally accepted 
What is meant by these terms is not always made clear, however. Whereas 
some regard the waves to be realistic, designating the “wave nature” of 
the particles involved, others look upon the wave aspect as a mathematical 
tool to describe the motion of quantum particles. The latter conception is 
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the basis of the strict statistical interpretation of Pauli and Born (formulated 
originally by Bohr, Slat er and K ramers for electromagnetic wavesi3)). 
According to this interpretation y(r) y(r)* is the probability density for 
locating the particle at r. It should be born in mind that for systems with 
more than three degrees of freedom y is best pictured in a non-Euclidean 
configuration space, as emphasized originally by Schrijdingeri4). This 
is often overlooked by those who attribute reality to the wave picture. 

The phenomena of interference and diffraction are generally regarded 
as a clear manifestation of the “wave nature” of electrons and other partic!es 
and quasi-particles. In the usual elementary theory of an N-slit experiment 
the particle motion through the slits is described by a wave which excites 
secondary waves at the slits which combine to yield interference. Or, in 
diffraction from N scatterers, the incoming wave excites all scatterers which 
emit secondary waves that produce interference. In this exposition of these 
phenomena the wave function is given attributes that exceed by far the 
Born interpretation. Whereas the wave supposedly passes all slits, the 
question whether the electron patronizes one or all slits poses difficulty. 
In a now classical story Bohr has shown that it is not possible to determine 
through which slit the particle goes and to observe interference at the same 
time. The argument is repeated in much detail by Feynman in his recent 
lecture notesis). While Bohr’s argument is likely correct, the negative 
outcome of his Gedankenexperiment is no proof for the spectacular alter- 
native that an electron as material particle passes through all slits. [The 
problem whether nature behaves grossly differently in the absence of any 
observational intervention belongs to the realm of philosophy, not physics.] 

It is our opinion that the Born interpretation of the wave function 
excludes the possibility that a particle acts simultaneously at t-1 and t-2 

(the particle is not “smeared out”). Thus the view that a single particle 
wave front invokes action at different scatterer sites is precarious. Rather 
it seems that the incoming particle travels through the slits with an either- 
or option, whereby the chance for patronizing a given slit is determined by 
the Born probability. In order to understand how interference is established 
the interpretation of Duane and Land6 is quite helpful. The incident particle 
transfers its momentum to the entire interferometer system (wherever it 
hits) ; the latter possesses the required extension in space, in contrast to 
the incident particle, and is only able to accept momentum changes in 
harmony with its structure as derived in this article. The momentum- 
quantization picture explains interference as a quantum phenomenon. This 
means that interference is no longer singled out as the only effect that can 
solely be described by the Schriidinger scheme. 

As for the Miissbauer effect we have no definite knowledge about the 
mechanism of momentum propagation in the lattice. Transfer of information 
with the velocity of sound as commonly suggested (see e.g. W er t heim16)) 
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requires too long a time for many interaction processes. There are other 
phenomena for which we do not know how information is transmitted (e.g., 
for the Pauli exclusion principle). No doubt, a complete relativistic discussion 
should include these features. 

We may not fail to notice that experimental results are different according 
to whether diffraction is accomplished by a flux of particles or by a single 
particle. Whereas in the first case an interference pattern is observable on a 
luminescent screen, in the latter case localized flashes occur whose space 
superposition - 01z paper - yields the interference distribution for the 
location. This difference is easily accounted for in the momentum quanti- 
zation picture. 

We should finally devote some remarks to interference experiments in- 
volving lesser symmetry such as the two-slit experiment. In this case we 
can still interpret the directional distribution, via eq. (1.2) and p = h/L, 
in terms of a momentum transfer distribution W(Op’). The result of the 
elementary theory of interference is then transformed to 

W(dP’) = AiN- sin2(iVdp’&‘/2ti)/sin2(dp’dq’/2ti), (5.1) 

where N is the number of scatterers spaced at a distance Aq’. This expression 
is independent of the direction of incidence. A “derivation” of the above 
result from Duane’s rule was given by Ehrenfest and Epsteinl7)ls). 
Their arguments are quite artificial. A direct satisfactory proof for W(Ap’) is 
clearly much more involved than the wave picture, since we must specify 
the possible dynamical states Iy) of the interferometer, subject to (1.5), and 
the interaction Hamiltonian with the incoming particle. However, the mere 
fact that eq. (5.1) is free from attributes of the incident particle, except 
that the localization of the scattering process is pinpointed, lends support 
to the extension of the presented views to finite systems as well. 
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